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Ancient civilizations adopted an early education system that included religion as an integral part of its focus. For
this reason, priests, monks, and other people of faith, were trusted with the important task of educating their
community and instructing them in the values, beliefs, and norms of their society. As time passed, public education
continued to evolve to keep up with the societal demands to the point that education and religion were not longer
connected. Simultaneously, professionals in the education field have also changed and educators are no longer
required to be people of faith. However, considering that the mission of education has remained the same, it would
be unrealistic to consider teachers as unspiritual individuals regardless of their religious beliefs and affiliations.
This paper explores the idea that educators are innate spiritual individuals who strive to perpetuate the norms,
values and virtues of their society. In addition, this article presents the concept of teacher spiritualism as a
contemporary reality of our teachers and our educational system.
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Background Information
The idea behind this article originated from many personal and group reflections with colleagues about the
past, present and future of education in our schools. The perpetual concern of educators about the future of our
students and our society is a reality that we cannot control and the driving force behind our dedication and love
for improving and educating everything and everyone around us. That mutual feeling of empathy and
dedication were the main catalysts behind my reasoning for researching into the past of education. To my
surprise, I found that educational systems in early civilizations thought of education as an opportunity to teach
younger generations about their values, and trusted respected members in their society to carry out this
duty. These members, who were religious, were expected to be dedicated and have faith in their traditions
and beliefs in order to inculcate those same values to their pupils. The interdependent relationship between
empathy and education is what guided this article and was the foundation of the initial idea for the concept
of teacher spiritualism as a possible explanation for educators’ shared values and missions since early
civilizations.

Introduction
There are currently many fields of study that are more lucrative and provide a wider array of professional
opportunities than education. However, major challenges such as lack of respect and appreciation, excessive
paperwork, and continuous funding cuts (Strauss, 2015) have proven irrelevant for educators who stay in the
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field of education. Teaching has been described as an art and a science (Stones, 2012) and many would agree
that teaching is a life-long vocation that some are born with, while others may find it along the way. Regardless
of how or why individuals choose to become educators and stay in the education field, they feel a strong
connection to the mission of improving their students’ lives. In the teacher’s mind, they facilitate knowledge
that will ultimately be part of their students’ success as future professionals.
The teaching field has evolved and changed many times since its inception, but one aspect that has
remained intact is its focus on social improvement. According to the Alberta Teachers’ Association (2015),
educators have as a main focus to “pass on their accumulated culture and assist each student under their care in
achieving self realization”. In this sense, teachers are advocates for social change and social empowerment.
Perhaps, the concept of social service is a principle that attracts, consciously or unconsciously, many
professionals to the field of education and keeps them in. The purpose of this article is to explore the concept of
teacher spiritualism as it relates to vocation and social service. In addition, qualitative research is conducted to
further explore this concept and its impact to education.

Teaching as a Service Career
Early education systems in ancient civilizations had two common characteristics: (1) the teaching of
religion and (2) the teaching of cultural norms, values and traditions. Since religion was an integral part of
education, people of faith (i.e. priests and monks) and philosophers were entrusted with educating the younger
generations in the doctrines and values of their culture (History of Education, 2015). Throughout the centuries,
education at religious institutions has evolved to include different subjects and evaluations, but people of faith
have continued to serve as educators. Since the very beginning, education has been an opportunity for people of
faith to be of service and to promote values and virtues.
Education has always been meaningful and it has always focused on promoting social values and norms to
students (History of Education, 2015). Hence, early educators were, in its majority, people of faith trusted to
carry their duty using their beliefs as their main resource. Since early beginnings, educators were meant to be
spiritual because they needed to use their belief systems to shape their society and promote the acceptable code
of conducts of their time. As times continued to change, some teachers remained people of faith—diverse
faiths—but others did not. Before, education and religion were concepts closely intertwined, but this is no
longer a reality. Today’s education systems throughout the United States, both in the public and private sector,
employ individuals from diverse walks of life and diverse religions and personal beliefs. However, can the
teaching field still be considered a spiritual concept considering that the focus continues to be the same from
the beginning of its history? It may not be too farfetched to assume that regardless of religious beliefs and
affiliations, being an educator automatically entails being spiritual due to the mission and focus of this unique
field.

Teacher Spiritualism
There is an abundance of literature classifying spiritualism as either a philosophical, scientific, or religious
concept. However, for this article, the definition is used as a foundation to further explore and explain the
concept of teacher spiritualism and does not necessarily agree nor disagree with any other perspectives. The
National Spiritualist Association of Churches (NSAC) defines spiritualism as “the science, philosophy and
religion of continuous life, based upon the demonstrated fact of communication, by means of mediumship, with
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those who live in the spirit world” (NSAC, 2002, p. 1). In this regard, spiritualism is perceived as a concept that
defines the ability of someone to interpret, perceive, and communicate the essence of something or someone in
order to keep it alive.
As previously stated, the mission of education has not changed throughout the years and civilizations.
Likewise, teachers’ primarily goal continues to be similar to that of those in the early education systems where
people of faith were required to educate the younger generations in the values, virtues, and cultures of their
society. Teachers continue to be the personification of knowledge and the facilitators who instill the accepted
community codes to their pupils. They represent the bridge that perpetuates the ethic standards of their culture
throughout the different generations and connects, through active communication, the ideas of their country’s
heritage. Regardless of time, teachers continue to be the recipient of the same values and beliefs as their
predecessors, and they continue to pass that knowledge forward to their pupils.
Based on the information previously discussed, it could be debated that teachers are spiritual individuals
who interpret, perceive, and communicate the essence of early education systems through today’s education
system in order to perpetuate the values, virtues, and cultures of their society. In other words, it can be debated
that the teachers’ innate ability to instill goodness in their students’ lives, also known as vocation, automatically
makes them spiritual beings. In addition, educators’ vocation and spiritualism are the driving force behind their
actions and commitment to service to a higher cause. For this reason, the following definition is proposed as an
initial idea of teacher spiritualism.
Definition of “Teacher Spiritualism”: The innate ability educators have, also known as vocation, to
interpret, perceive, and communicate the essence of ancient and early education systems through today’s
education system in order to perpetuate the values, virtues, and cultures of their society.

Similar Studies About This Topic
There is little research regarding the impact of spirituality in education and whether the educators’
awareness of spiritualism is directly connected to their performance. However, there are some studies that make
reference to the positive relationship between the acknowledgement of spiritualism and education. Laura Jones,
a Health and Wellness professor at Southern Oregon University, explains in her article the importance of
spiritualism in education. In her own words, “if education is, as some have said, “learning to see with new eyes,”
then surely attending to spirituality, regardless of its existential benefits, is beneficial to the learning process!”
(Jones, 2005, p. 4). In her article, Jones (2005) makes reference to the importance of understanding spiritualism
as an individual identity that empowers educators and students alike.
Rachel Kessler, director of The Institute for Social and Emotional Learning, and author of The Soul of
Education, also explains the importance of spiritualism in teachers’ daily practices. In her book, Kessler (2000)
approaches spirituality in education as an ability that educators can develop to resolve deeply entrenched
conflicts within themselves and others, and to feel respect where once there was hate and mistrust. From this
perspective, spiritualism in education is used to explain educators the importance of finding compassion and
empathy in their actions in order to better serve their students and be better human beings. The concept of
teacher spiritualism presented in this paper and Kessler’s analogy are somewhat similar as they seek to explain
the impact awareness of spiritualism has in the teaching practices of educators.
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Survey Findings
A quaalitative surveey was conduucted for thiss article with the purpose of analyzingg the inner peerception of
teachers abbout what theey do and how
w they feel abbout teaching
g. The qualitaative survey w
was voluntary
y and it was
conducted at a public school.
s
All teeachers were notified and only 41 chosse to particippate in this su
urvey. Also,
two univerrsity professorrs were askedd to completee the survey and
a they agreeed.
Since the word “sppiritualism” is
i generally associated
a
witth religion, many
m
educatoors would nott agree with
the definitiion of teacher spiritualism
m and the worrding used in
n it. For this reason,
r
the suurvey conduccted for this
research assked teacherss to share their thoughts about
ab
this deffinition withoout mentioninng religion orr the idea of
educators as
a innate spirritual individduals in the survey.
s
A tottal of 43 teacchers compleeted the surveey, 41 high
school teacchers and twoo university professors.
p
Thhe three questtions asked inn the survey w
were:
(1) Doo you consideer yourself a religious
r
persson?
(2) Doo you identifyy your vocation to be an educator as an
n (unconsciouus or consciouus) individuaal mission to
be of servicce to a higherr cause?
(3) Do
D you agreee with this sttatement? Edducators have an innate ability, also known as vocation,
v
to
interpret, perceive,
p
andd communicaate the essennce of ancien
nt and early education systems throu
ugh today’s
education system
s
in ordder to perpetuuate the values, virtues, and
d cultures of their society..
The results in Figuure 1 reflect the results for
f the first question.
q
Theese results shhow that the majority of
teachers who
w took the survey are, at least, som
mewhat religiious, and thee minority is a little relig
gious or not
religious att all.
Do yoou consider yoourself a religgious person??
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

14
10
0

9

8

2

1: Dev
vout

2: Very
Religious
R

3: Somewh
hat

4: A Little
Reliigious

us
5:: Not religiou

Figurre 1. Religious beliefs.
b

The reesults in Figuure 2 reflect the
t results foor the second question. Thhese results shhow that the majority of
teachers beelieve their vocation
v
is thee driving forcce behind theeir individuall mission to bbe of service to a higher
cause. A tootal of 34 resppondents answ
wered positivvely to the qu
uestion while 9 respondentts answered negatively.
n
Do yoou identify yoour vocation to
t be an educcator as an (co
onscious or unconscious)
u
individual mission
m
to be
of service to
t a higher caause?
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20.93%
%

Yes: 34
No: 9

799.07%

Figure 2. Vocation
Vo
and hig
gher purpose.

The reesults in Figuure 3 reflect the results for
fo the third question.
q
Theese results shhow that the majority of
teachers aggree with the statement thaat identifies the
t definition of teacher sppiritualism without knowin
ng what the
statement stands
s
for.

20.93%
%

Yes: 34
No: 9

7
79.07%

Figure 3. Teaacher spiritualissm definition.

Do yoou agree with this statemennt?
Educaators have ann innate abiliity, also known as vocatiion, to interppret, perceivee, and comm
municate the
essence off ancient and early educattion systems through today’s educatioon system in order to perrpetuate the
values, virttues, and culttures of their society.
An intteresting findding in this suurvey is that the
t same amo
ount of teacheers who identtified themselves as “not
religious” N = 9, was thhe same amoount of educaators who did
d not agree with
w the Teachher Spiritualiism concept
and did nott agree with having
h
a misssion to serve for a higher cause.
c
These results are veery interesting
g because it
disagrees with
w the initiaal statement that
t
all educaators should be
b consideredd spiritual inddividuals who
o believe in
their missiion of impacting society and having a mission off higher purpose. Howeveer, it invites to continue
researchingg to whether there is a coonnection betw
ween those educators
e
who agree with the teacher spiritualism
definition, consider theemselves at leeast a little religious, and
d believe thatt their vocatioon is an opportunity for
them to seerve to a higgher cause. Future
F
research about thiss topic couldd address thee reason beh
hind teacher
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spiritualism and the connection between the beliefs of serving for a higher cause and whether or not teachers
identify as religious individuals. In addition, future research could also research the connection between the
acceptance of teacher spiritualism as a concept and the performance of educators in the classroom.

Final Thoughts and Conclusion
The idea behind teacher spiritualism originated from many conversations with colleagues and readings
about the purpose, mission, and vision of educators in today’s society. In a world where children act and feel
like adults, teachers are left to improvise approaches and situations where they can reach their students
academically and personally in order to perpetuate the norms and instill the values students need to learn to be
successful in their society. Since education is both an art and a science, there are some events and situations
that can be approached using conventional methods, but other times, educators have to rely on their innate
ability and vocation to stay focused in their mission.
The definition of teacher spiritualism is introduced as a concept that seeks to explain a possible approach
educators use to educate their students. This article debated that educators use the essence of teacher
spiritualism as a tool to reach deep inside them and connect to the true meaning of education and what it stands
for. As the survey showed, the exact amount of teachers who identified themselves as not religious also
disagreed with the statement of teacher spiritualism and with the idea that teaching has a higher purpose. This
article invites researchers to further explore the concept of teacher spiritualism and its relevance to modern
education and to today’s educators.
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